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There’s been lots of huge news in 2014, both nationally and internationally. From the Ukraine to Iraq to the Indian Ocean to
Washington, D.C., dramatic headlines have shown up with stunning regularity. But from a perspective of how Americans lead their
everyday lives, a grim academic study released earlier this year stands alone in its significance and in its sad portents.

In “Fear and Loathing Across Party Lines: New Evidence on Group Polarization,” Stanford University’s Shanto Iyengar and Princeton
University’s Sean Westwood studied 2,000 adults and the prism with which they judge those around them.

They found partisanship to have become a social as well as a political divide. Animus toward other individuals over their political
views is now stronger than racial hostility.

Democrats and Republicans aren’t just far more likely than they used to be to marry people from their own party; Iyengar and
Westwood cite a 2011 study showing political views are more central to marriage decisions than physical or personal attributes.
Democrats and Republicans are far more likely to hire, trust and want to help like-minded people and to think well of them. And they
are far more likely to ascribe deeply negative attributes to those on the other side of their partisan divide, often with no evidence.

“Despite only mixed evidence of sharp ideological or partisan divergence in their policy preferences, Americans increasingly dislike
people and groups on the other side of the political divide and face no social repercussions for the open expression of these
attitudes,” Iyengar and Westwood write.

This awful state of affairs comes as no surprise to those who follow American politics. Since 1980, Democrats and Republicans have
consistently held different views on the size and role of government, the welfare state, taxes and regulation. The parties have steadily
grown more homogenized, especially since the emergence of popular news sites serving up coverage tailored in partisan fashion.

But instead of accepting these historical differences in how people view the world, partisans now routinely leap to the worst
conclusions about those with different politics. Too many Democrats casually ascribe ugly racial animus to critics of President
Obama’s policies. Too many Republicans casually assert that the president secretly loathes and wants to destroy America.

And too many people who should know better don’t push back and accept this casual hatred as the new behavorial norm — even
when it happens on national television.

There’s nothing to be gained by specifying the network or the individual, since TV partisans of both sides have had similarly hateful
moments. Yet the incident last month in which a network anchor reacted gleefully to an audiotape in which the daughter of a
prominent politician described being physically assaulted would have been unimaginable in a different, healthier time.

But not in the United States of 2014.
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